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Jaycar camera and monitor packages
This unit enables you to monitor the area to the rear of a bus,
truck, caravan, RV etc. The system comes with a 7" (diagonal)
LED display that has two video inputs, so you could (for example)
have the main camera in the airseeder box and the secondary
camera out the back for transport purposes. The cameras are
fitted with a SHARP (Japan) CCD device with 18 x IR LED's for
night vision illumination. The housing of the camera is metal, with a
strong metal bracket for mounting.The kit is supplied with 5m of
preterminated connecting cable, a remote control for the monitor is
also provided. An ideal product for chaser bin augers,
spraybooms during fence line spraying and for any piece of
equipment on the farm for reversing out of sheds where workers,
small kids, etc. may not be easily seen.
In keeping with the professional status of the product, it will work from 12 or 24 V.D.C.
North West Ag Warracknabeal is a Jaycar agent. Contact Dan on 03 53941024 for more information.

If we don't have it; we will try and get it!
North West Ag has the ability to source many products that
we don't have in stock and are more than happy help with
anything that we can.
Please follow the web links below to some other brands
North West Ag have access to:
www.kincrome.com.au
www.companionbrands.com.au
www.makita.com.au
www.milwaukeetool.com
www.audioxtra.com.au
www.holmanindustries.com.au
www.xax.com.au
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White's Rural Stiff Stay Farm Fencing

Whites Rural Stiff Stay® Prefabricated
Farm Fencing is made to the highest
standards, exclusively from
Frauenfelder’s Albury plant in regional
Australia, using premium grade wire.
● Highly engineered, tight crossover knot
● 2.8mm top and bottom wires
● Smooth, safe and easy to use
● Heavily galvanised
●
Using the latest technology Stiff Stay® features a clean smooth knot with no sharp protruding wire ends
that is easier to install and protects stock from injury. The tight crossover knot locks the wires in place to
resist buckling and sagging. The centre of each roll is kept clear of obstructing wires providing smooth and
easy payoff.
Manufactured to Australian Standards AS 24232002 and zinc coated to AS/NZS 45342006.
Heavy Galvanised Stiff Stay® features high tensile 2.8mm line wires at top and bottom; 2.5mm high tensile
line wires with graduated spacings; 2.5mm vertical stay wires.
Contact your local North West Ag Services store to purchase Stiff Stay.

Batchmate Mix Station
North West Ag have one Goldacres Batchmate left; if you are
interested contact your local store today.
Mix and agitate chemical in preparation for loading  take the work
out of loading powders or granules and speed up your sprayer fill
cycle.
Fitted with a high capacity 3" poly pump and powerful twin
agitation system, the Batchmate delivers maximum chemical
agitation and high tank fill rates to add speed and efficiency to
sprayer loading tasks.
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